The maximum rank completion problem is the problem of, given a partial matrix (that is, a matrix where we are only given some of the entries), ll in the unknown entries in such a way as to maximize the rank. Applications include bipartite matching and matroid intersection for linearly represented matroids. We describe an algorithm that nds a maximum rank completion by perturbing an arbitrary completion in a greedy way.
Introduction
For simplicity we consider only matrices over the eld of rationals. The results actually hold for any su ciently large eld, and can be extended to arbitrary elds by taking suitable extensions.
Let V r and V c be disjoint nite sets, and let B be a partial matrix with rows indexed by V r and columns indexed by V c ; that is, we are only given some of the entries of B. A completion of B is any matrix that we can obtain by lling in the unknown entries. The maximum rank completion problem for B is the problem of nding a completion of B of maximum rank. We describe an e cient algorithm that nds a maximum rank completion by perturbing an arbitrary completion in a greedy way. This problem has previously been considered by Murota 6] and by Hart el and Loewy 4]. Murota provides an algorithm by reducing the problem to matroid intersection. In fact the maximum rank completion problem is equivalent to the matroid intersection problem for linearly represented matroids. Our algorithm is based on an algebraic algorithm for maximum cardinality matching 3].
Let E be the set of pairs (i; j) in V r V c that index unknown (or free) entries of B. Now let (z ij : (i; j) 2 E) be algebraically independent indeterminates. We denote by B the matrix obtained by replacing each free entry (i; j) 2 E of B with z ij . Therefore the rank of an optimal completion of B is rank B . A subset X of V r V c is called a cover of E if each pair in E contains at least one element of X. We denote by B n X the matrix obtained by deleting all the lines of B indexed by elements of X. That is, B n X = B V r n X; V c n X]. Now if X covers E then all entries of B n X are known. Furthermore rank B rank B n X + jXj = rank B n X + jXj.
Hart el and Loewy 4] showed that this inequality provides a min{max theorem for the size of a maximum rank completion. Theorem 1.1 (Hart el and Loewy) Let B be a partial V r by V c matrix with free entries indexed by elements of E. For any cover X of E we have rank B rank B nX+jXj. Furthermore there exists a cover X of E such that rank B = rank B n X + jX j.
Note that, in the case that all the known entries of B are zero, rank B is the size of a maximum matching in the bipartite graph G = (V r V c ; E). In this case, Theorem 1.1 is K} onig's theorem 5]: the size of a maximum cardinality matching in G is the size of a minimum cardinality set of vertices that is incident with every edge. We will show that there is a canonical choice for X in Theorem 1. (B )) X c . Then X is a cover of E and rank B = rank B n X + jX j. LetB be a completion of B. For any (i; j) 2 E, we denote byB(i; j; a) the matrix obtained by replacing the (i; j) entry ofB by a. A heuristic for nding a maximum rank completion of B is to take an arbitrary completion of B then repeatedly apply such perturbations if doing so increases the rank. Unfortunately this strategy is not guaranteed to nd an optimal solution, as is shown in the following example. Consider the following partial matrix B and the completioñ B. The reader should verify that a maximum rank completion of B has rank 4, while rankB = 3. Furthermore, for any free entry (i; j) of B, and any rational a, rankB(i; j; a) 3 .
To overcome the problems demonstrated in the previous example, we need a more re ned notion of what constitutes a \good" completion. Given two completions B 1 Our main result is the following. Theorem 1.3 Let B be a partial V r by V c matrix with free entries indexed by elements of E, and letB be a completion of B. Then, either rankB = rank B or there exists (i; j) 2 E and a 2 f1; : : :; jV r j + jV c jg such thatB(i; j; a) B . Theorem 1.3 provides an algorithm for nding a maximum rank completion of B. Indeed, take an arbitrary evaluationB of B, then repeatedly perturb free entries if doing so provides a \better" completion. In each iteration we either increase the rank or get more dependent lines. Hence, after at most jV r j(jV r j + jV c j) iterations we obtain a completionB such that rankB = rank B .
This algorithm can clearly be implemented in polynomial{time. Note that X \ V r = X 0 \ V r . Then, by the de nition of X , we have X X 0 . Therefore rank B = rank B n X + jX j.
